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Ashiniswi giizisoog (Thirteen Moons)
Gashkadino-giizis

Gashkadino-giizis is the Freezing Moon. The new moon begins November 22.
Other names for this moon are Adikomemi-giizis, the Whitefish Moon.

Omashkoozoog:
Returning a Native, Building towards the Future

By Mike Schrage,
FDL RM Wildlife Biologist

T

he FDL Resource Management Division is
exploring the feasibility
of restoring wild omashkoozoog (elk) to portions of the
1854 and 1837 Treaty Areas
in Minnesota. Originally elk
were found from coast to
coast across the United States
and from Mexico to northern

Canada. In Minnesota, records
indicate they were found on
the prairies and into the forest
right up to what is now Duluth
and then north and west to the
Canadian border. Elk, however, were mercilessly pursued
by market hunters and were
exterminated from most of the
eastern United States. The last
native wild elk in Minnesota
was seen in 1932 in the Northwest Angle.

Air Quality Public
Comment Session
By Alex Jackson,
FDL Resource Management Air Quality Program

T

he public comment session has been extended to
4:30 p.m. on Nov. 10. Comments and questions
can be submitted by email or US Postal Service
at; Class1Air@fdlrez.com or Fond du Lac Environmental
Program, Class 1 Air Comments, 1720 Big Lake Road
Cloquet, MN 55720
For more information call Alex Jackson at (218) 8787112.

Minnesota has two small
herds of wild elk numbering about 100 animals in the
very northwest corner of the
state. Unfortunately, the area
in which they live is heavily
dominated by private land and
agriculture. By direction of the
legislature, the Minnesota DNR
is required to keep the herds at
low levels to reduce complaints
from farmers. Other eastern
states and Ontario have had
more success restoring wild
elk. Michigan, Pennsylvania,
Kentucky, and Ontario all have
restored elk to levels at which
they can be safely hunted. In
Wisconsin elk numbers have
grown from 25 in the original
release to just under 200 today.
The past 2 years the GLIFWC
member Bands have held a
hunt in Wisconsin to take one
bull elk. Other eastern states
with restored elk populations
include Tennessee, Missouri,
Arkansas, North Carolina and
Virginia.
The Resource Management
Division believe parts of the
FDL Reservation and the 1854
and 1837 Ceded Territories
might prove suitable for elk

Upcoming Events:
Sign up to the 13 Moons listserv for the latest information on workshops
and events by emailing thirteenmoons@fdlrez.com Don’t forget to check
us out on Facebook! 13 Moons Ashi niswi giizisoog

restoration. Ideal places would
include areas of abundant
public land, primarily forested
with active timber harvest and
minimal agriculture. Studies
from Wisconsin and Michigan
suggest elk prefer large young
aspen stands and openings.
One of the first steps will be to
study the landscape to determine current ownership and
land use patterns and future
management plans to make
sure enough habitat is there to
maintain elk now and into the
future and to minimize conflicts with agriculture.
In addition to being a native
species to this region, elk are
generally a tough and adaptable animal able to withstand
both heat and cold and forage
on a variety of foods. For this
reason elk are well suited to
adapt to whatever a changing
climate brings. Elk and whitetail deer overlap in many areas
with few apparent conflicts.
Elk are susceptible to parasites
deer carry like brainworm, but
not to the degree moose or
caribou are vulnerable.
This will be a project of many
years. If habitat proves suit-

able for elk restoration, it will
be important to build public
support and partnerships with
other agencies like the DNR
and private organizations like
the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation in order for a restoration
attempt to be successful. A
source of elk free of diseases
such as Chronic Wasting Disease and tuberculosis has to
be found along with a state or
tribal agency willing to supply
them. Recent restoration attempts suggest where predators
like wolves and bear are common, enough elk need to be
released with the initial restoration in order for the herd to become established and grow. For
this reason the RMD believes a
local restoration attempt may
need to start with 100-300 elk.
The ultimate goal would be to
restore this native animal to the
point where the herd is selfsustaining and enough animals
are available for FDL members
to take each year for meat,
hides, and antlers.

This page addresses culture, ecology, and natural resource management. Thirteen
Moons is the Fond du Lac Tribal College Extension Program and is a collaboration
of Fond du Lac Tribal and Community College, Fond du Lac Resource Management, funded by the USDA-National Institute of Food and Agriculture.
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Ashi-niswi giizisoog Ojibwemowin Page
Anishinaabemowin lessons
Basic Ojibwe words and phrases:
Double Vowel Chart
This is how to pronounce Ojibwe words.
All consanants sound the same as in English.
“Zh”- sounds like the “su” in measure
“a”- sounds like the “u” in sun
“aa”- sounds like the “a” in father
“i”- sounds like the “i” in sit
“ii”- sounds like the “ee” in feet
“o”- sounds like the “o” in go
“oo”- sounds like the “oo” in food
“e”- sounds like the “ay” in stay

Colors
Black- Makadewaa
Red- Miskwaa
White- Waabishkaa
Blue or Green- Ozhaawashkwaa
Brown or Yellow- Ozhaawaa
Source: www.ojibwe.org/home/pdf/ojibwe_beginner_dictionary.pdf

How to say: colors*
In Ojibwe colors could be expressed in several different ways.
There are special word stems which indicate colors,
e.g.:
word stem
prenoun		
translation
/wabishk/
waabishkiwhite
/makade/
makade-		
black
/miskw/
misko-		
red
/ozhaawashk/ ozhaawashko- blue, green
/ozaaw/
ozaawi-		
brown, yellow
Prenouns could not be used alone. They are special
prefixes used with other words (nouns) to indicate
their color.They could be added to nouns:
makade-bineshiinh - black bird
misko-makizinan - red moccasins, red shoes
These stems could also be parts of verbs to indicate
colors:
waabishkaa - it is white
makadewizi - s/he is black
miskowaande - it is colored red
ozhaawashkwaanzo - s/he colored blue, green
ozaawaabagonii - it has yellow flowers, it has yellow buds

Another way to indicate color in Ojibwe is to refer
to objects which usually have this color. I saw two
ways to make such a comparison:
1) Using locative ending as in usual comparison
ashkibag - green leaf (?) [ashkibagaa - there are
grean leavs (vii)]
inaande - it is colored so, it is of such a color
inaanzo - s/he is colored so, s/he is of such a color
ashkibagong inaande - it is of a color of green
leaves; it is colored as green leaves
ashkibagong inaanzo - s/he is of a color of green
leaves; s/he is colored as green leaves
wiigwaas - birch bark
wiigwaasing inaande - it is of a birch bark color; it
is colored as a birch bark
wiigwaasing inaanzo - s/he is of a birch bark color; s/he is colored as a birch bark

2) Making verbs with -(w)aande, -(w)aanzo (of
such a color) finals:
giizhig - sky
giizhigwaande - it is of the color of the sky (skyblue) (verb)
giizhigwaanzo - s/he is of the color of the sky
(sky-blue) (verb)
ogin - rose hip [oginii-waabigwan - rose flower]
oginiiwaanzo - it is of the color of a rose
oginiiwaande - s/he is of the color of a rose
*Source: http://weshki.atwebpages.com/color.html

